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Abstract. With the development of cloud computing, more and more mobile devices have
the requirement to outsource expensive computations in an untrusted environment. Among
all such computations, exponentiations modulo a large prime are basic and frequent opera-
tions in many discrete-logarithm-based cryptographic protocols. Currently the most efficient
outsourcing algorithm of modular exponentiations is under a one-malicious version of a two-
untrusted-program assumption. And the result of the algorithm is checkable with a probability
at most 2/3. We here propose an efficient algorithm under a two-untrusted-program assump-
tion and improve the probability of checkability to be about 1−2/3s for a suitable s configured
by a client. Further, we provide practical results to show the energy saving about outsourcing
modular exponentiations.
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1 Introduction

Mobile phones are smarter and more powerful than before. Many sensors are built
into a smart phone like motion sensors, environmental sensors, position sensors and
so on. Many interesting applications are installed into a smart phone like social appli-
cations, healthy applications, privacy enhancement applications and so on. However,
all these functions need energy to support and the energy is commonly provided by
a rechargeable battery. Usually, we need to recharge our phone everyday.

The development of cloud computing provides us a way to save energy of mobile
phones. If an application in a mobile phone needs some complex computations, the
application could outsource those computations to a cloud. All the costs in the mobile
phone are some simple computations and some communication costs. And if the cloud
gives an answer much faster than the mobile phone itself, the overall time to finish
a computation task by a cloud outsourcing service may be shorter than by a local
computation process. Further, the cloud outsourcing enables more applications that
may need unaffordable computations in a single mobile phone.

Although there are obvious benefits about a cloud outsourcing service, people may
hesitate to use it since there are some security considerations. At first, some sensitive
information may be involved in an outsourcing process like a password or a social
security number. A cloud outsourcing service provider may fulfill its computation
task faithfully. However, the provider may be interested in collecting users’ sensitive
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information. Another consideration is the correctness of a result returned by an out-
sourcing service. For example, the well known MapReduce computing framework may
produce dishonest, inaccurate computational results because of wrong configuration
or malicious servers [5]. Moreover, a service provider may decrease the amount of
computation due to financial incentives and may simply return a computationally
indistinguishable random result [4]. These considerations highlight the importance of
checking the result returned by a service provider.

Researchers have proposed some secure outsourcing models [4, 6, 8, 10] to provide
better secure outsourcing services. A secrecy property in these models assures that
users’ sensitive information could be protected. A checkability property assures that
the result returned by an outsourcing server is checkable at least with some proba-
bility. The assumptions in these models are different on the number and trustability
of programs to implement an outsourcing service. Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [6]
introduced a two-untrusted-program (TUP) assumption where two programs are used
to implement a service and both of them could be malicious. However, their proof
needs one program to be honest. So their model uses a one-malicious version of two-
untrusted-program (OMTUP) assumption. Chen et al. [4] proposed an outsourcing
service under the same OMTUP assumption. Tian et al. [8] proposed a pairing out-
sourcing service under the TUP assumption. Wang et al. [10] proposed an outsourcing
service required only one untrusted program (OUP). Considering the real deployment
of an outsourcing service, the OUP and TUP assumptions are easy to satisfy since
there are no trust requirements about cloud servers.

This paper mainly proposes an algorithm to securely outsource a modular ex-
ponentiation, under the TUP assumption with improved checkability. We also show
practical results about the energy saving of outsourcing services.

1.1 Related Works

As a basic cryptographic operation, modular exponentiations have many acceleration
algorithms. We here concentrate on some closely related works using an outsourcing
service. The big picture of modular exponentiations acceleration algorithms, outsourc-
ing other cryptographic operations, and the history of various security models could
be found in literatures [1, 4, 6, 10].

Blum, Luby and Rubinfeld [1] gave a corollary to show the existence of a pri-
vate checker for modular exponentiation with four untrusted programs. Their private
checker is O(log2n) efficient for an n-bit exponent. One could find the method to
compute a modular exponentiation by random inputs and smaller inputs in [2].

Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [6] provided a technique for computing and check-
ing the result of a modular exponentiation under the OMTUP assumption. Their
algorithm runs in time O(log2n) for an n-bit exponent. In fact, Boyko, Peinado
and Venkatesan [3] proposed a method to speed up discrete log and factoring based
schemes via precomputations. It is called as BPV algorithm. Nguyen, Shparlinski and
Stern [7] showed an extension of the BPV algorithm called as EBPV algorithm. The
EBPV algorithm has a running time O(log2n) to stand against adaptive adversaries.
Wang et al. [10] proposed an idea to use the BPV algorithm in an off-line fashion to
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fill a dynamic table. Then the running time of the algorithm in [6] could be viewed
as O(1). The output of the algorithm in [6] is checkable with a probability 1/2.

Chen et al. [4] proposed a new efficient algorithm for computing and checking the
result of a modular exponentiation under the OMTUP assumption. Their algorithm
runs in time O(log2n) for an n-bit exponent or O(1) with the dynamic table in
[10]. Their algorithm is more efficient than the algorithm in [6] in the number of
modular multiplication and inverse. The output of their algorithm is checkable with
a probability 2/3.

Wang et al. [10] proposed an algorithm to compute and check the result of multiple
modular exponentiations under the OUP assumption. Their algorithm runs in time
O(λ) for a security parameter λ. They suggested λ = 64. The security parameter
determines the secrecy level of an exponent. Their algorithm is checkable with a
probability about 1/2.

Dijk et al. [9] proposed protocols for computing and checking the result of a
modular exponentiation under the OUP assumption. Their algorithm runs in time
O(logs) for on-line computations where s is a security parameter. The output of their
algorithm is checkable with a probability about 1−1/s. They suggested logs = logn/2
for an n-bit exponent so that their algorithm is checkable with a probability almost
1. A note on their protocols is that the base is unprotected.

Zhang et al. [11] proposed protocols for computing and checking the result of mul-
tiple independent modular exponentiations under the OUP or OMTUP assumptions.
They consider cases of an unprotected base or an unprotected exponent. Their algo-
rithm runs in time O(m+ t) for a security parameter m and the number of modular
exponentiations t. For 80-bit security, it is required m ≈ 100.

1.2 Contributions

Modular Exponentiation Outsourcing under TUP:An algorithm under the OUP as-
sumption needs more computations than under the OMTUP assumption. And the
OMTUP assumption may be not well-suited to some practical deployment of cloud
services [8]. We here propose an algorithm under the TUP assumption for the modular
exponentiation operations. We let two programs compute two closely related outputs
whose relationship could be checked by a client with a small cost. We emphasize that
an algorithm that is secure under the OMTUP assumption may have different be-
haviors than that under the TUP assumption. For example, Chen et al. [4] exploited
the OMTUP assumption to check a result by comparing two values returned by two
programs while a client did not know a correct answer. This trick is invalid under the
TUP assumption.
Improvement on Checkability: Our modular exponentiation outsourcing algorithm has
a probability 1 − 2/3s to check the result for a security parameter s. The algorithm
keeps the exponent and base secret as those algorithms in [4, 6, 10]. It runs in time
O(logs) using the dynamical table proposed in [10]. Our method gives a client a choice
to improve the checkability at the cost of several computations. For example, s = 16,
the algorithm is checkable with a probability about 23/24 at the cost of about 6 times
modular multiplications.
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Practical Results: We give four implementations including modular exponentiation
operations. One includes a locally implemented modular exponentiation algorithm.
The others replace the local algorithm with outsourcing algorithms. We consider
three outsourcing algorithms including our proposal and algorithms in [4, 10]. Our
measurements confirm the energy saving expectations.

1.3 Organizations

The next section shows a small “EBPV with Inverse” extension to accelerate the pre-
computations. Section 3 is the outsourcing modular exponentiation algorithm, model,
proofs, comparisons and practical results. The last section concludes the paper.

2 EBPV with Inverse

We give this section to show a basic algorithm in our implementation. The underlying
EBPV algorithm in [7] is as follows. Let g be a generator of a cyclic multiplicative
group Z∗

p with order q where p and q are two large primes. The EBPV algorithm is
as follows:

– Preprocessing Step: Generate n random integers α1, . . . , αn ∈ Zq. For j = 1, . . . , n
compute βj = gαj mod p, and store the values of αj and βj in a table.

– Pair Generation: When a random pair (x, gx) is needed, randomly generate S ⊆
{1, . . . , n} such that |S| = k. For each j ∈ S, randomly select xj ∈ {1, . . . , h− 1}
for a small integer h > 1. Compute

x =
∑
j∈S

αjxj mod q (1)

and
X =

∏
j∈S

β
xj

j mod p. (2)

If x = 0 mod q, start again. Otherwise return the pair (x,X).

To provide a random pair (x, g−x), we give a “RandInverse” algorithm similar to
the EBPV algorithm as follows:

– Preprocessing Step: Generate n random integers α1, . . . , αn ∈ Zq. For j = 1, . . . , n
compute β−1

j = g−αj mod p, and store the values of αj and β−1
j in a table.

– Pair Generation: When a pair (x, g−x) is needed, randomly generate S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
such that |S| = k. For each j ∈ S, randomly select xj ∈ {1, . . . , h − 1} a small
integer h > 1. Compute

x =
∑
j∈S

αjxj mod q (3)

and
X−1 =

∏
j∈S

(β−1
j )xj mod p. (4)

If x = 0 mod q, start again. Otherwise return the pair (x,X−1).
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The distribution of (x,X−1) is obviously the same as that of (x,X) so that it is
statically close to a uniform distribution.

One may need a random vector (x, gx, g−x) sometimes. It is easy to combine the
“RandInverse” and the EBPV algorithm to an “EPBVwithInverse” algorithm.

Wang et al. [10] proposed a BPV+ algorithm emplying two tables. One table is a
static table to store precomputations. The other is a dynamic table that maintains
some pairs of elements produced by the BPV algorithm. On each invocation of their
BPV+ algorithm, an entry in the dynamic table is used and removed from the table.
The dynamic table is expected to be replenished with some fresh random pairs in an
idle time of a device. Obviously, the dynamic table idea could be used together with
the EBPV, “RandInverse” or “EBPVwithInverse” algorithms smoothly.

3 Outsourcing Modular Exponentiation

This section includes the security model, construction, proofs, comparisons, practical
results of outsourcing modular exponentiations.

3.1 Security Model

Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [6] gave a security model of outsourcing cryptographic
evaluations. Chen et al. [4] and Wang et al. [10] used that model. We introduce the
model as follows.

An outsourcing model includes three players, a trusted party T , an untrusted party
U and an untrusted environment E. The party T has limited computation resource
and tries to outsource its computation task to the party U . The party U may be a
program written by E and installed on a computing device. The party E produces
the program U and interacts indirectly with U through T . The goal of E and U is
to learn something interesting about T . The goal of T is to implement an algorithm
Alg by interacting with U .

Next is the formal definition of “an algorithm with outsource I/O” [4,6, 10].

Definition 1. An algorithm with outsource I/O takes five inputs and produces three
outputs which are divided to secret, protected and unprotected categories according to
the knowledge of U and E. An input or output is secret if neither E nor U knows it.
If only E knows an input or output, it is called as protected. Otherwise, an input or
output is unprotected. An honest party produces the first three inputs known as honest
secret, honest protected, and honest unprotected inputs. The environment E produces
the following adversarial protected, and adversarial unprotected inputs. The algorithm
produces secret, protected and unprotected outputs.

The security definition of an algorithm with outsource I/O is mainly to ensure that
the party E knows nothing about the secret input and output of an implementation
TU even if the party U is produced by the party E.

Definition 2. Let Alg be an algorithm with outsource I/O. An implementation TU

of Alg is secure if:
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1. TU is a correct implementation of Alg;
2. For all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries E and U , there are probabilis-

tic expected polynomial time simulators (S1, S2) such that the following pairs of
random variables are computationally indistinguishable.
– Pair One: EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal that are views of the party E partici-

pating two processes.
• EV IEWreal = EV IEW i

real if stop
i = TRUE where

EV IEW i
real = (estatei, yip, y

i
u) and

(istatei, xi
hs, x

i
hp, x

i
hu)← I(1κ, istatei−1);

(estatei, ji, xi
ap, x

i
au, stop

i)← E(1κ, EV IEW i−1
real, x

i
hp, x

i
hu);

(tstatei, ustatei, yis, y
i
p, y

i
u)← TU(ustatei−1)(tstatei−1, xji

hs, x
ji

hp, x
ji

hu, x
i
ap, x

i
au).

The algorithm I is honest to take a security parameter κ and its i−1 round
internal states istatei−1 and to produce its i round honest state and honest
inputs (xi

hs, x
i
hp, x

i
hu) for TU . The adversary E takes κ, xi

hp, xi
hu and its

i− 1 round view EV IEW i−1
real as inputs to produce its i round internal state

estatei, the order of honest inputs ji, the i round adversarial inputs xi
ap

and xi
au, and a terminal signal stopi. The adversary U takes its i− 1 round

internal state ustatei−1 to interact with T in the round i interaction. The
implementation TU takes the five inputs and the i− 1 round internal state
tstatei−1 of T to produce the round i internal states of T and U , and the
three round i outputs. All states are initially empty.
• EV IEWideal = EV IEW i

ideal if stop
i = TRUE where

EV IEW i
ideal = (estatei, zip, z

i
u) and

(istatei, xi
hs, x

i
hp, x

i
hu)← I(1κ, istatei−1);

(estatei, ji, xi
ap, x

i
au, stop

i)← E(1κ, EV IEW i−1
ideal, x

i
hp, x

i
hu);

(astatei, yis, y
i
p, y

i
u)← Alg(astatei−1, xji

hs, x
ji

hp, x
ji

hu, x
i
ap, x

i
au);

(sstatei, ustatei, Y i
p , Y

i
u , rep

i)← S
U(ustatei−1)
1 (sstatei−1, xji

hp, x
ji

hu, x
i
ap, x

i
au,

yip, y
i
u);

(zip, z
i
u) = repi(Y i

p , Y
i
u) + (1− repi)(yip, y

i
u).

The algorithms I, E and U are similar to those in the real process. The al-
gorithm Alg takes the five inputs and the i−1 round internal state astatei−1

of Alg to produce the three outputs and the round i state. The simulated im-
plementation SU

1 takes its i − 1 round internal state sstatei−1 and all the
protected and unprotected inputs and outputs to produce the round i inter-
nal states of S1 and U , the simulated protected and unprotected output Y i

p

and Y i
u and a response signal repi ∈ {0, 1}. The response signal is used to

determine the round i outputs zip and ziu for EV IEW i
ideal.

– Pair Two: UV IEWreal ∼ UV IEWideal that are views of the party U partici-
pating two processes.
• UV IEWreal = UV IEW i

real if stop
i = TRUE where UV IEW i

real = (ustatei)
and the ustatei is defined in the EV IEW i

real of the above “Pair One” defi-
nition.
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• UV IEWideal = UV IEW i
ideal if stop

i = TRUE where

UV IEW i
ideal = ustatei and

(istatei, xi
hs, x

i
hp, x

i
hu)← I(1κ, istatei−1);

(estatei, ji, xi
ap, x

i
au, stop

i)← E(1κ, estatei−1, xi
hp, x

i
hu, y

i−1
p , yi−1

u );

(astatei, yis, y
i
p, y

i
u)← Alg(astatei−1, xji

hs, x
ji

hp, x
ji

hu, x
i
ap, x

i
au);

(sstatei, ustatei)← S
U(ustatei−1)
2 (sstatei−1, xji

hu, x
i
au).

The algorithms I and E are the same as those in the EV IEW i
real of the

above “Pair One” definition. The algorithm Alg is defined in the same
way as that in the EV IEW i

ideal of the above “Pair One” definition. The
simulated implementation SU

2 takes its round i − 1 state and unprotected
inputs to produce two round i states for the simulator S2 and U .

According to the models in [4,6,10], an efficient, checkable and secure outsourcing
is defined as “(α, β)-Outsource Security”.

Definition 3. A pair of algorithms (T, U) has the (α, β)-outsource security property
if it is α-efficient and β-checkable secure outsourcing, where the α-efficient and β-
checkable means that if TU is a secure implementation of the algorithm Alg, and if
for any input x, the running time of T is no more than an α-multiplicative factor of
the running time of Alg, and T could detect any deviations of U from U ’s advertised
functionality during the execution of TU with a probability no less than β.

Next, according to the number and trustability of the party U , there are currently
three main assumptions. The first is the OUP assumption.

Definition 4. If the party U denotes only one malicious program, a pair of algorithms
(T, U) is implemented under an OUP assumption.

The OMTUP assumption is then defined as follows:

Definition 5. If the party U denotes two noninteractive programs (U1, U2), and if
only one of them Ui, i ∈R {1, 2}, is malicious, the algorithms (T, U) are implemented
under an OMTUP assumption.

The last TUP assumption is defined as follows [8]:

Definition 6. If the party U denotes two noninteractive programs (U1, U2), and if U1,
U2 are malicious, the algorithms (T, U) are implemented under an TUP assumption.

3.2 The Construction

We use Ui(x, y) → yx, i ∈ {1, 2}, to denote the party Ui taking (x, y) as inputs and
producing yx as an output. System parameters are (p, q, g) where q|p− 1 is the order
of g ∈ Z∗

p, and p, q are two large primes. The input to the algorithm is a ∈R Z∗
q and

u ∈R Z∗
p with an order q. The output of the algorithm is expected to be ua mod p.

The algorithm is executed as follows.
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– Init: T randomly selects k, k′ ∈R Zq and h ∈R {1, . . . , s} for a small integer
s > 1, and fetches from a dynamic table the entries (ti, g

ti , g−ti) for i ∈ {1, 2}
that are produced by the “EBPVwithInverse” algorithm, and the entries (ti, g

ti)
for i ∈ {3, . . . , 6} that are produced by the EBPV algorithm. It then computes
ω = ug−t1 mod p, ω′ = ug−t2 mod p, l = a − k mod q, l′ = ha − k′ mod q, γ =
t1a− t5 mod q and γ′ = ht2a− t6 mod q.

– Computation: T queries U1 in random orders
1. U1(γ/t3, g

t3)→ gγ;
2. U1(k, ω)→ ωk;
3. U1(k

′, ω′)→ ω
′k′ .

Similarly, T queries U2 in random orders
1. U2(γ

′/t4, g
t4)→ gγ

′
;

2. U2(l, ω)→ ωl;
3. U2(l

′, ω′)→ ω
′l′ .

– Recover: T computes o = gt5gγωkωl mod p and o′ = gt6gγ
′
ω

′k′ω
′l′ mod p. If oh =

o′ mod p, it produces o as an output. Otherwise, it rejects and produces “Error”.

3.3 Proofs

Theorem 1. The algorithms (T, (U1, U2)) are an outsource-secure implementation of
modular exponentiation where the input (a, u) may be honest, secret, honest, protected,
or adversarial, protected.

Proof. The correctness is obvious from the following two equations:

o = gt5gγωkωl mod p
= gt5gt1a−t5ωk+l mod p
= gt1a(ug−t1)a mod p
= ua mod p

(5)

o′ = gt6gγ
′
ω

′k′ω
′l′ mod p

= gt6ght2a−t6ω
′k′+l′ mod p

= ght2a(ug−t2)ha mod p
= uha mod p

(6)

Next, we focus on the security.

– EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal:
For a round i, if the input (a, u) is protected or unprotected, the simulator S1

behaves in the same way as in a real round. Else if (a, u) is an honest, secret
input, the simulator S1 randomly selects a value a′ ∈R Zq and a value u′ ∈R Z∗

p. It
then takes (a′, u′) as an honest secret input and tests the behaviors of U1 and U2.
• If their responses do not pass the verification, S1 produces Y

i
p =“Error”, Y i

u = ∅
and repi = 1.
• If their responses pass the verification, and the output is not equivalent to u′a′ ,
S1 selects a random value or ∈R Z∗

p and sets Y i
p = or, Y

i
u = ∅ and repi = 1.

• Otherwise, S1 sets Y i
p = ∅, Y i

u = ∅ and repi = 0.
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For each case, S1 saves the appropriate states.
The distributions of inputs in the real and ideal experiments are computationally
indistinguishable for (U1, U2) since the only difference is the secret inputs that are
hidden well by the random values. Considering U1 with inputs (αi, βi), i ∈ {1, 3}, it
is expected that logu = logβ2+t1 = logβ3+t2 mod q and a = (α1t3+t5)/t1 mod q.
So (a, u) is hidden by random values t1, t2, t3 and t5. Similarly, random values t1,
t2, t4 and t6 hide (a, u) from U2.
If U1 and U2 behave honestly in the round i, S1 uses the Alg to give the correct
output that is the same as the output of TU1,U2 . If U1 and U2 are dishonest, with
a probability 1 − 2/3s, S1 and T produce “Error”. With the same probability
about 2/3s, S1 and T are cheated to produce a random output. Note that U1 and
U2’s responses are multiplied by a random value that is known only by T or S1,
and the party E knows nothing about the honest, secret input (a, u). Then we
conclude that EV IEW i

real ∼ EV IEW i
ideal, and then EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal

by a hybrid argument.
– UV IEWreal ∼ UV IEWideal:

For a round i, The simulator S2 makes uniformly random queries to both U1

and U2, and saves its states and the states of U1 and U2. Note that E could not
communicate directly with U1 and U2 after they are installed on a computing
device. So E could not tell U1 and U2 that the simulator produces nothing as
output. And U1, U2 could not collaborate to test the random inputs since they
are noninteractive. Then U1 and U2 could not distinguish random inputs from real
inputs. Note the real inputs are randomized independently and the ideal inputs
are chosen uniformly. Then we conclude that UV IEW i

real ∼ UV IEW i
ideal, and

then UV IEWreal ∼ UV IEWideal by a hybrid argument.

Theorem 2. The algorithms (T, (U1, U2)) are a (O( logs
logq

), 1− 2/3s)- outsource secure
implementation of a modular exponentiation.

Proof. We use the dynamic table idea to reduce the on-line computation. So the four
calls to the EBPV algorithm and two calls to the “EBPVwithInverse” algorithm are
deemed to be off-line computation. So the online computation includes 12 + 1.5logh
modular multiplications. Since h ∈ {1, . . . , s}, the number of modular multiplica-
tions is no more than 12+ 1.5logs. Comparing with the square-and-multiply method
for |logq|-bit exponent, the algorithms (T, (U1, U2)) are a O( logslogq

)-efficient secure out-
sourcing implementation.

We assume two malicious U1 and U2 without interactions. Suppose U1 returns
(u1, u2, u3) and U2 returns (u′

1, u
′
2, u

′
3). Then T checks whether

(gt5u1u2u
′
2)

h = gt6u′
1u3u

′
3 mod p. (7)

The equation could be written as

ght5uh
1u

h
2/u3 = gt6u′

1u
′
3/u

′h
2 mod p. (8)

In the left side of the equation (8), if U1 wants to change u1 or u2 and to keep the
equation holding, it should know the value h. In the right side, if U2 wants to change
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the product of u′
1u

′
3 and to keep the equation holding, it should know the value h. If U1

changes only u3 and U2 changes only the product of u′
1u

′
3 and they keep the equation

holding, then the product of u′
1u

′
3u3 keeps unchanged and the output is correct.

Now suppose Ui, i ∈R {1, 2} guesses a correct value h. Considering U1, it now has
to identify u3 so that it could modify (u1, u3) or (u2, u3). Since the inputs to U1 are
in a random order, the probability is 1/3 for U1 to identify u3. Similarly, U2 has to
identify u′

2 with a probability 1/3.

In summary, the chance for U1 or U2 to change their outputs and to keep the
verification equation holding is to guess the value h correctly and to identify the order
of an input. The probability of successful checking is then (1− 1/3s)2 ≈ 1− 2/3s.

3.4 Comparison

We show the comparisons in Table 1 between our construction and the up-to-date
schemes [4,6,10] on outsourcing variable exponent variable base exponentiations with
privacy property. We show the computation costs at the trusted party T and security
properties.

The first row shows the assumptions about programs in their corresponding securi-
ty model. The row of “Multiplications” shows the number of modular multiplications
in each scheme in the on-line phase using a dynamic table. Then under the OMTUP
assumption, Chen et al.’s scheme [4] is more efficient. Wang et al. [10] pay about
1.5λ times modular multiplications to make their proposal secure under the OUP
assumption, where λ is suggested to be 64. We pay about 1.5logs times modular mul-
tiplications to improve the checkability under the TUP assumption, where s depends
on T ’ requirement for the checkability. We suggest s = 16. Then about 6 modular
multiplications are needed for a result to be checked with a probability about 23/24.

We check the constructions of all schemes to see the obvious usage of the “EP-
BVwithInverse” algorithm. We list the results in the row “Invoke(EBPV)” and “In-
voke(EBPVwithInverse)” to show the cost to fill a supposed dynamic table for an
outsourced modular exponentiation. The row of “Inverse” then only includes the
modular inverse in a relative small group. For the parameters in this paper, the mod-
ular inverse operations are in the group Z∗

q. In the row of “Checkability”, our scheme
has a better probability than all other schemes to check the correctness of a result.

Table 1. Comparison of Up-to-date Schemes

Scheme [6] Scheme [4] Scheme [10] Ours

Security Model OMTUP OMTUP OUP TUP

Multiplications 9 7 12 + 1.5λ 12 + 1.5logs

Multiplications with Specific Security Parameter 9 7 108 18

Invoke(EPBV) 4 4 2 4

Invoke(EPBVwithInverse) 2 1 2 2

Inverse 3 2 2 2

Checkability 1/2 2/3 1/2 1-2/3s
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3.5 Practical Results

We provide an experimental evaluation of the proposed outsourcing algorithm, two
competitive algorithms [4,10], and a local algorithm. The local algorithm is from the
java.math.BigInteger class. The servers are simulated by a personal computer with
Intel Xeon E3-1241v3 running at 3.50GHz and with 32G memory. Two processes in
the personal computer simulate two servers. The trusted party T is an Android 4.4.4
mobile phone with “Snapdragon MSM8916” CPU running at 1.2GHz and 1G memory.
They are connected by a wireless local area network (WLAN). The programming
language is Java. We use the same large primes p and q as Chen et al. in [4]. We
give two figures to show the calculation times of the four algorithms. The time unit
is millisecond.
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Fig. 1. The Efficiency Comparison of Four Algorithms

Fig.1. shows the efficiency comparison of the four algorithms. Fig.1 (a) shows the
time cost of each algorithm at different running times. Chen et al.’s algorithm has the
best efficiency. Our algorithm roughly doubles the time cost of Chen et al.’s algorithm.
Note that our algorithm has a better checkability. Fig.1 (b) shows the time cost of
each algorithm when they all run 1000 times modular exponentiations. Considering
the average time cost of a modular exponentiation, the local algorithm is about 0.73
ms, and the algorithm in [10] is about 0.65 ms, and our proposal is about 0.36 ms, and
the algorithm in [4] is about 0.21 ms. All pre-computation time of the outsourcing
algorithms is omitted.

One may think the time analysis is not enough since the advantage of several mil-
liseconds may be negligible considering the extra network communication time. So we
perform some tests on the energy-saving of the outsourcing algorithms. In detail, we
implement four Android applications to realize the four algorithms. In each applica-
tion, 1000 times modular exponentiations are calculated so that the energy cost could
be measured more accurately. The way to compute an modular exponentiation is the
only difference of the four applications. The terminal is still the Android 4.4.4 mobile
phone. The server is still the personal computer. The WLAN keeps unchanged. We
run each application five times. For each run, we use a well-known software “Pow-
er Tutor” to measure the energy cost. We then calculate the average value as the
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comparable energy cost of the four applications. Since the only difference is about
the method to compute a modular exponentiation, the differences of the energy cost
reflects the energy-saving of the outsourcing algorithms. The results are in Table 2.
Comparing to the local algorithm, Chen et al.’s algorithm saves about 0.59 mJ, and
our algorithm saves about 0.41 mJ.

Table 2. The Energy Cost of the Four Algorithms

Algorithms Local Alg. Wang et al.’s Alg. Chen et al.’s Alg. Our Alg.

Average Cost (mJ) 0.82 0.73 0.23 0.41

Differences (mJ) 0 0.10 0.59 0.41

To fully evaluate an outsourcing algorithm, one should also consider the checka-
bility and security model. The security model implies the number of servers and the
trustability of them. We give Table 3 to show the full picture of our algorithm and
the algorithms in [4, 10].

Table 3. The Comparison of Outsourcing Algorithms

Algorithms Wang et al.’s Alg. Chen et al.’s Alg. Our Alg.

Efficiency (ms) 0.65 0.21 0.36

Checkability 1/2 2/3 23/24

Servers 1 2 2

Trustability 0 1 0

Note that the value s in our algorithm is set to be 16, which leads to a checkability
about 23/24. When we run Chen et al.’s algorithm [4] two times, we got a checkability
about 8/9 < 23/24. Then the average time is about 0.21∗2 = 0.42 ms. Comparatively,
our algorithm is about 0.36 ms. So under a similar checkability, our algorithm is the
most efficient one. Wang et al.’s algorithm [10] only needs one untrusted server, which
is their major merit. Our algorithm and Chen et al.’s algorithm [4] both need two
servers. However, we need no servers to be trusted, which facilitates the deployment
of our outsourcing algorithms.

4 Conclusion

This paper mainly proposed a secure outsourcing algorithm to implement a modular
exponentiation. The algorithm worked under a two-untrusted-program assumption.
Practical results were given to show the time and energy-saving of outsourcing al-
gorithms. The proposed algorithm has the best performance considering a similar
checkability.
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